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UNITED STATES COURT OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE

____________________________________
CAROLINA TOBACCO COMPANY, :

:
Plaintiff, :

: Before: MUSGRAVE, JUDGE
v. :

: Court No. 03-00123
UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE, :

:
Defendant. :

____________________________________:

[Plaintiff challenges Defendant’s determination that Plaintiff’s $80,000 continuous bond is
“inadequate to ensure compliance with Customs law and regulations” and must be replaced with a
$3 million bond.  Defendant based its determination on Customs Directive 99-3510-04.  Plaintiff
argues that the Directive merely calculates a bond amount based on a set formula, without an
individualized assessment of the risk a particular importer poses to the collection of revenue; thus
Plaintiff argues that the Directive is inconsistent with 19 C.F.R. § 113.13.  Plaintiff asks the Court
to enjoin Defendant from demanding that Plaintiff obtain a bond in excess of $80,000 without
considering the factors set forth by 19 C.F.R. § 113.13 and also enjoin Defendant from demanding
a bond in excess of an amount reasonably necessary to ensure Plaintiff’s compliance with Customs
laws and regulations.  Defendant moves for judgment upon the agency record arguing that it acted
reasonably within the broad discretion given to it under 19 U.S.C. § 1623(a) to ensure compliance
with applicable law and protect the revenue.  Held:  The Court agrees that the regulatory framework
Defendant has established to set bond requirements is reasonable in light of the discretion ceded to
it by Congress; therefore Defendant’s motion is granted.]

Decided: March 4, 2004

Brownstein, Rask, Sweeney, Kerr, Grim, DeSylvia & Hay, LLP (Paul G. Dodds) for Plaintiff.

Peter D. Keisler, Assistant Attorney General, David M. Cohen, Director, Jeanne E.
Davidson, Deputy Director, Commercial Litigation Branch, Civil Division, U.S. Department of
Justice (Stephen C. Tosini); Chi S. Choy, United States Bureau of Customs and Boarder Protection,
of counsel, for Defendant.
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OPINION

Plaintiff Carolina Tobacco Company (“Carolina”) brings this action challenging the

determination by the United States Customs Service, now organized as the Bureau of Customs and

Border Protection, (“Customs”) that it must increase the amount of its continuous bond from $80,000

to $3 million.   Carolina asserts that Customs failed to consider the factors set forth in 19 C.F.R. §

113.13 and merely followed a formula set forth in Customs Directive 99-3510-04.  Customs

contends that it is given discretion under 19 U.S.C. § 1623(a) to set a bond amount necessary to

protect the revenue and it argues that the Regulation and Directive are a  reasonable interpretation

of the statute.  Presently before the Court is Customs’ motion for judgment upon the agency record

pursuant to CIT Rule 56.1.   For the reasons which follow, Customs’ motion is granted.

Jurisdiction and Standard of Review

Carolina invokes the jurisdiction of this court under 28 U.S.C. § 1581(i).   The scope and

standard of review for actions brought under § 1581(i) are provided in 5 U.S.C. § 706.  See

Defenders of Wildlife v. Hogarth, 25 CIT __, __, 177 F. Supp. 2d 1336, 1343 (2001).  “The court

must ‘hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found to be – (A)

arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law . . . .’”   Id.

quoting 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).  The scope of review in a §1581(i) action is limited to the

administrative record.   Id.

Background

Since 1998 Carolina has been in the business of manufacturing and importing “value priced”
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cigarettes and has had an $80,000 continuous bond since early 1999.  In its original bond application

Carolina represented that for the year 1999-2000 it expected to make 5 dutiable entries valued at

$500,000 and 50 duty-free entries valued at $5 million.  Def.’s Br. at 8.  In 2000-2001 the value of

the tobacco products Carolina imported increased to $8.2 million and in 2001-2002 the value

increased to $13.8 million.  Id. at 9.  Carolina never updated its bond application to reflect the

increased value of its imports and the accompanying increase in its duty and tax liability.  Id.  

On September 17, 2002 Customs notified Carolina via letter that its bond amount had been

“determined to be inadequate to ensure compliance with Customs laws and regulations.”

Administrative Record Document (“AR”) 2.  Customs instructed Carolina to replace its $80,000

bond with a $3 million bond within 60 days.  Id.  Although Customs’ letter stated that its

determination was based on 19 C.F.R. § 113.13, Carolina avers that the decision was based solely

on Customs Directive 99-3510-04 (July 23, 1991), without consideration of the guidelines set forth

in 19 C.F.R. § 113.13(b).  Those guidelines state that:

In determining whether the amount of a bond is sufficient, the port director . . .
should at least consider:

(1) The prior record of the principal in timely payment of duties, taxes, and
charges with respect to the transaction(s) involving such payments;

(2) The prior record of the principal in complying with Customs demands for
redelivery, the obligation to hold unexamined merchandise intact, and other
requirements relating to enforcement and administration of Customs and other laws
and regulations;

(3) The value and nature of the merchandise involved in the transaction(s) to
be secured;

(4) The degree and type of supervision that Customs will exercise over the
transaction(s);

(5) The prior record of the principal in honoring bond commitments,
including the payment of liquidated damages; and

(6) Any additional information contained in any application for a bond.

Nevertheless, Customs Directive 99-3510-04 (July 23, 1991) instructs that: 
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The bond limit of liability amount shall be fixed in an amount the district director
may deem necessary to accomplish the purpose for which the bond is given.  . . .  To
assist the director in fixing the limit of liability amount, the following formula shall
be used.

None to $1,000,000 duties and taxes – the bond limit of liability amount shall
be fixed in multiples of $10,000 nearest to 10 percent of duties, taxes and fees paid
by the importer or broker acting as importer of record during the calendar year
preceding the date of the application.

Over $1,000,000 duties and taxes – the bond limit of liability shall be fixed
in multiples of $100,000 nearest to 10 percent of duties, taxes and fees paid by an
importer or broker acting as importer of record during the calendar year preceding the
date of application.

In either of these two categories a bond may be demanded with a limit of
liability amount greater than that computed using this formula, provided sufficient
evidence of high risk is on-hand to support the higher amount.

The total duties, taxes and fees paid by Carolina in the previous year were $25,982,838.52, and 10%

of that figure rounded to the nearest $100,000 yielded a bond amount of $3 million.  Pl.’s Reply Br.

at 4.

Arguments

In support of its motion for judgment on the agency record, Customs relies on 19 U.S.C. §

1623(a), which provides:

In any case in which bond or other security is not specifically required
by law, the Secretary of the Treasury may by regulation or specific
instruction require, or authorize customs officers to require, such
bonds or other security as he, or they, may deem necessary for the
protection of the revenue or to assure compliance with any provision
of law, regulation, or instruction which the Secretary of the Treasury
or the Customs Service may be authorized to enforce.

The Secretary of the Treasury may also “prescribe the conditions and form of such bond.”  19 U.S.C.
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1  19 C.F.R. § 24.3 concerns the ordinary payment of Customs bills and § 142.14 concerns
the delinquent payment of Customs bills.

§ 1623(b)(1).  Customs states that 19 C.F.R. § 113.13 was issued pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1623.

Def.’s Br. at 3.  Customs also explains that “[d]uring the notice and comment period preceding the

issuance of 19 C.F.R. § 113.13, [it] noted requests that it codify a consistent bond formula and

explained that it would accomplish this goal by use of Directives.”  Id. at 4.  

Concerning Directive 99-3510-04, Customs states that: 

The 10 percent formula represents Customs’s assessment of the
security necessary to accomplish the statutory goals “in most
situations” – i.e., law abiding importers.  Indeed, 19 C.F.R. §§ 24.3
& 142.14,1 when read together, create at least a four-week lag time
between the first withdrawal of merchandise and the date Customs
may take action against that importer.  During that entire time period,
the importer remains free to withdraw merchandise for consumption
and, thus, the 10 percent formula provides the Government with
security during the intervening period.

Def.’s Br. at 15-16 (citation omitted) (footnote added).  Contrary to Carolina’s assertion that the

Directive ignores the guidelines set forth in 19 C.F.R. § 113.13, Customs asserts that “implicit in the

Directive is an analysis of the regulation’s factors that relate to the value and nature of the

merchandise involved and the level of supervision.”  Id. at 17.  Customs states that this is a

“permissible interpretation of its own regulation” and “merely provides port directors with a

consistent basis for risk assessment.”  Id. (citation omitted).     

Carolina’s central argument in opposition to Customs’ motion for judgment on the agency

record is that Customs failed to make an individualized assessment of the risk Carolina posed to the

revenue.

Defendant’s directive here is inconsistent with the plain
language of 19 C.F.R. § 113.13(b), which mandates an individualized
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assessment of each importer and its activity rather than application of
a generalized formula.  In light of the fact that the regulation
specifically spells out six factors that must be considered in setting
the bond, there is no room for defendant to enact and apply a formula
that says the “general rule” is 10% of the previous year’s duties, taxes
and fees; indeed, any “formula” approach is inherently inconsistent
with the regulation mandating individualized assessment.  Contrary
to defendant’s argument, the 10% formula is not a permissible
interpretation of its own regulation that requires individual
assessments, not “general rules” or “formulas.” 

Pl.’s Br. at 10.  Because the Directive is inconsistent with the Regulation, Carolina argues that

Customs’ “action in applying the 10% formula without performing an individual analysis of plaintiff

and its activities is arbitrary, capricious and contrary to law.”  Id. at 18.

Analysis   

As Customs has argued, and as this court previously recognized in Hera Shipping, Inc. v.

Carnes, 10 CIT 493, 496, 640 F. Supp. 266, 269 (1986), “[t]he grant of authority for requiring bonds

and setting their amount is strongly stated and comprehensive.”  Although the guidelines set forth

by 19 C.F.R. § 113.13 and the instructions contained in Customs Directive 99-3510-04 appear to

contemplate different schemes for establishing an importer’s bond requirement, the methodologies

are not necessarily inconsistent.  The Court is satisfied with Customs’ explanation that, due to the

lag time before it could stop an importer from withdrawing merchandise for consumption, a 10

percent bond is a necessary minimum amount of protection for the revenue.  See Def.’s Br. at 15-16.

Moreover, the Court finds reasonable Customs’ explanation at oral argument of the interplay

between the Directive and the Regulation, namely that the 10 percent bond is required when the

importer has a favorable review under 19 C.F.R. §113.13 and an even higher bond would be required
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if analysis under these guidelines indicated that the importer posed a greater risk to the revenue.  See

also Def.’s Reply Br. at 12.  Nevertheless, the Court is sympathetic to Carolina’s position where,

despite its excellent history of making timely payments to Customs, its manner of doing business

and even its ability to do business, is threatened by the higher bond requirement.  Be that as it may,

the regulatory framework Customs has established is not unreasonable given the discretion ceded

to it by Congress in 19 U.S.C. § 1623(a).   

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, Customs’ motion for judgment upon the agency record is granted.

   

                     /s/   R. Kenton Musgrave                    
R. KENTON MUSGRAVE, JUDGE        

Dated: March 4, 2004
New York, New York
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